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ABSTRACT
Basing on the analysis of _ 5 • 103 events registered
on the PION installation, data are obtained on the
angular distribution and multiplicity of particles
flying back into the laboratory coordinate system ILCS)
that are identified mainly as hadrons produced in the
reactions of hFe-_h'× type. The inclusively pro-
duced hadron energy is > 200 MeV. The experimental
data are compared to the results of the cumulative
particle production in hA processes observed on ac-
celerators at lower energies.
A large number of experimental studies (see e.g./I/)
were devoted to the regularities and nature of backward par-
ticles. In generating the energetic charged and albedo par-
ticles the cumulative processes may also play a significant
role /2/.
Basing on the analysis of _ 5000 events we report here
the experimental data on multiplicity and angular distribu-
tion of albedo particles generated at t > 100 g/cm 2 depths
of the PION installation calorimeter material. The detailed
description of the installation is given in /3/. It consists
of an ionization calorimeter (IC) and an X-ray transition
radiation detector (XTR). The summary quantity of material
in the IC is equal to _ 900 g/cm 2. A 5-module XTR detector
is located above the calorimeter' The efficiency of the
charged particle registrationby one XTR proportional cham-
ber is 96-98%, the accuracy of measuring the azimuthal angle
of the charged hadron trcak is _ 2° .
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The average number of backward particles is determined
by the expression
where _ _ is the number of backward charged particles
tracks in events considered.
The efficiency of detection of particles, having escap-
ed backward at various angles, versus the interaction depth
and the zenith angle was defined by the Monte-Carlo calcula-
tions. _ 78% of the 5346 events considered are the cases
with albedo. The multiplicity of detected backward charged
particles averaged over the whole effective depth of the
calorimeter per one event equals <_/3> = O.55_0.O6 at the
hadron energy E > 500 GeV.
The multiplicity of charged
backward particles generated by
hadrons with the same energy at
the calorimeter material depths ...._!:o_....i_......
g/cm-2 ............_ o_o,_.,/ ,,_,> 100 equals < _(/a> = ;_ ,,..........
37_ " ............= O. 0.04. :_ ,, . .o,.
Figure I shows the multi-
plicity distribution of backward
charged particles produced at [
cm2. _, tthe depths > 100 g/ The
data from /I/ are given ibidem, j
As is seen fro_ the figure, the - ! tprobability t obs rve backward _ ,_,_, ,_
particles wi_ the large multi- _"'_'_°'"_°_'_°'_"°_'
plicity grows with the increase Fig. 1. Probability of ob-
in the primary hadron energy, serving the cases with
. The dependence of the back- various multiplicities of
backward charged particles
ward particle multiplicity on produced at the IC mate-
their generation depth in the rial depths _ 100 g/cm .
" interval > 100 g/cm2 obeys the
exponential law _exp(-i/_) , where _ equals 181_32 g/cm_
Such a large value of _ may testify the presence of hadrons
with the energy > 400 MeV in the albedo flux.
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Figure 2 presents the
distributions of amplitudes
of signals from backward par- ]
ticles generated by hadrons _ 1 .........'.....4° ,,......
_ o_H_p( _ro_ th06oc_w
with the energy > 500 GeV _ ........._ ......._
_rst row o} _PC #tom_c_,d
for the calorimeter two _ , ,o-.o,..,.........._,..... '.
depths: small ( P6_ . P_a ) _ ! --_'°'""__'_'_'_"
and middle (Fe a,., F%), on _"
the output of the multiwire
proportional chambers (_VPC) _ _.:
of the XTR detector first i
row. The average values of _ _'
the amplitude are equal to _-_ .......
IJ_l_l ..... ' ' ' ' _ '
84.67+3.62 and 58.19+2. I0 ...................
relative units, respectively,
and this result confirms our
assumption that the nature _ig.2. The backward particle
and energy spectrum of back- energy release amplitudedistribution in the first
ward charged particles de- row of MWPC.
tected on the installation
from various depths are not identical. To a similar conclu-
sion leads also the experimental fact that the average
amplitude of energy release in the MWPC from charged par-
ticles of the average depths (_ > 100 g/cm 2) 1.30 times ex-
ceeds the single charged hadron averaged energy release,
while the corresponding ratio for the small depth of pro-
duction (P_ + P_a ) equals _ 1.9.
_igure 3 presents the backward angular distribution of
3 particles with the registration efficiency corrections.
The 3 particles production cross section in the 120°-160 c
angle interval does not contradict the results obtained
at the primary hadron low energies for cumulatively produc-
ed protons and pions /4/. In the _ 160 ° interval a pecu-
liarity is observed at @ _ 170 ° as a minimum. _or the
first time a similar behaviour of the angular distribution
has been observed for cumulative protons and I -mesons
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produced in d A collisions at the primary energy
4.5 GeV/nucleon /4/.
The authors are indebted to A.Ts.Amatuni, S.G.Matin-
yan, A.G.Oganessian for helpful discussions.
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